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Many students of the Bilingual groups of 2º B/C spent four fantastic days in Valenzuela de
Calatrava, Ciudad Real. Here are some of their opinions:

- About the daily routine: "At 8:30 the monitors woke us up, singing and using alarms....we
made the bunk beds, tidied up and went for breakfast; we cleaned the tables and started the
morning activities. ......" "At 14:00 we had lunch, but before that, the monitors asked us the
vocabulary for the lunch: fork, knife, napkin, teaspoon, tray......" "At 16:00 we did more activities
and at 20:00 we had a shower and we spoke to our parents, because we only had the mobile
for one hour." "When we finished dinner, we did fantastic night activities and at 00:00 we went
to bed."

- About the food: "The food was delicious (for me, of course) but obviously there are some
meals that I didn't like so much, like the stew, for example." "The food was great, but it can be
better, because the beans salad was terrible." "The meal I preferred was breadcrumbed meat."
"My favourite food was fish'n'chips."

- About the activities: "My favourite activities were...ALL THE ACTIVITIES!, I cannot choose,
we did sports like baseball, hockey, trekking, archery, swimming pool activities, gymkanas. The
night activities were terrific!" "One of my favourite activities was looking for Hamsa in the
outside with our torchs" "My favourite activity was when we made the pool games." "I liked
the Celedonio's activity, it was so scary!" "My favourite activities were The Equilibra and the
horror night; it was a prank but I liked it very much."

- About the monitors: "The monitors were very funny, sociable, they were fantastic; they have
been very patient with all of us." "The monitors are great!, they were very nice with us and I
miss them a lot. Hamsa, Mehdi, Laura, they were friendly, loving, handsome and pretty." "My
favourite one was Hamsa, because he was the most affectionate"
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- About the weather: "The weather was good but... very hot, but in the swimming pool the
water was freezing." The weather was good, sunny, sometimes warm, very hot in general but
the water was cold."

- Personal opinion-conclusions: "It was very funny, I enjoyed very much, I loved the camp."
"If I could, I would like to go there again because everything was fantastic and I loved the camp
so much." "We had an amazing week." "I'll remember that camp forever." "In my opinion this
camp is the perfect camp, because the monitors, the food and the activities were perfect."
"This camp was great and if I could, I'd repeat it a thousand times!!!" "I think that everybody
knows my opinion about this camp: I LIKED IT SO MUCH!! I want to go again, please. I miss
the activities, the monitors, I don't think that any other study trip can overcome this."
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